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A global test of ecoregions
Jeffrey R. Smith 1,2*, Andrew D. Letten 1,3, Po-Ju Ke 1, Christopher B. Anderson1,2,
J. Nicholas Hendershot1,2, Manpreet K. Dhami1,4, Glade A. Dlott1, Tess N. Grainger5, Meghan E. Howard1,
Beth M. L. Morrison1, Devin Routh6, Priscilla A. San Juan1, Harold A. Mooney1, Erin A. Mordecai1,
Thomas W. Crowther6 and Gretchen C. Daily1,2,7,8
A foundational paradigm in biological and Earth sciences is that our planet is divided into distinct ecoregions and biomes
demarking unique assemblages of species. This notion has profoundly influenced scientific research and environmental policy.
Given recent advances in technology and data availability, however, we are now poised to ask whether ecoregions meaningfully delimit biological communities. Using over 200 million observations of plants, animals and fungi we show compelling
evidence that ecoregions delineate terrestrial biodiversity patterns. We achieve this by testing two competing hypotheses:
the sharp-transition hypothesis, positing that ecoregion borders divide differentiated biotic communities; and the gradualtransition hypothesis, proposing instead that species turnover is continuous and largely independent of ecoregion borders.
We find strong support for the sharp-transition hypothesis across all taxa, although adherence to ecoregion boundaries varies
across taxa. Although plant and vertebrate species are tightly linked to sharp ecoregion boundaries, arthropods and fungi show
weaker affiliations to this set of ecoregion borders. Our results highlight the essential value of ecological data for setting conservation priorities and reinforce the importance of protecting habitats across as many ecoregions as possible. Specifically, we
conclude that ecoregion-based conservation planning can guide investments that simultaneously protect species-, communityand ecosystem-level biodiversity, key for securing Earth’s life support systems into the future.

T

he spatial distribution of species, communities and ecosystems is one of the most fundamental and well-investigated
topics in ecology1–7. Early ecologists and biogeographers
focused on mapping and predicting delineations between ecosystems from one another at regional (ecoregions) and global
(biomes) spatial scales4,8–10. These efforts relied principally on topographic features (that is, mountains, rivers and other water bodies),
gradients of temperature and rainfall, as well as broad vegetation
patterns8,9,11, although more recent efforts have incorporated soil
conditions, geologic history and recent human land-management
regimes12,13. These geographical groupings quickly emerged as significant forces in the structuring of modern ecological research
and modelling14–21.
Early ecoregion maps were intended to delineate ecosystems
principally from a biophysical standpoint, under the assumption
that similar environmental conditions would lead to similar ecosystem function, regardless of species identity8,9. The resulting concept, terminology and maps, however, were quickly adopted and
modified by community and landscape ecologists who compiled
data from many disparate data sources to adapt maps of ecoregions to better reflect species- and community-level biodiversity
patterns22,23. As the field of biodiversity science has evolved, it has
become canonical that these modified ecoregion borders represent
meaningful and sharp boundaries between biological communities
of all taxa24,25.
Despite the widespread use of ecoregion maps for guiding decision making throughout environmental sciences and management23,26–29, current research of biodiversity patterns might now
suggest that sharp boundaries between ecoregions may not exist30,31.
Remote sensing of the Earth’s surface has revealed that environmental

gradients rarely show the sharp changes across narrow geographical bands that would suggest functionally distinct ecoregions32–34.
Moreover, species distributions under both present and historical
conditions suggest that, in general, individual species rarely associate with a single community over a broad enough spatial (regional
to continental) or temporal (decades to centuries) extent35–37.
Therefore, despite the recognized value of categorically defined
ecoregions in the development of modern biodiversity science, it
is possible that they are obsolete and may even misinform research
and conservation efforts that increasingly utilize continuous predictor and response variables.
Here, we ask: do ecoregion borders represent meaningful delineations between distinct biotic communities? We address this question by testing two competing hypotheses: the sharp-transition
hypothesis and the gradual-transition hypothesis. The sharp-transition hypothesis predicts a rapid accumulation of new species on
crossing into a new ecoregion (Fig. 1b) visible as a spike in the number of new species discovered (Fig. 1c), while the gradual-transition
hypothesis predicts species should be discovered gradually (Fig. 1d)
with no significant change in the rate of novel species discovery
at ecoregion borders (Fig. 1e). We tested these hypotheses using
over 200 million point occurrences (including plants, arthropods,
birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians and fungi) from the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF; Supplementary Table 1)38
and the most commonly used conservation-relevant map of global
ecoregions22,23. We generated pseudo-random sampling transects
by tracing a path through 10-km grid cells within ecoregions and
across boundaries, simulating a naturalist moving across the landscape at random, and recording the location and identity of species
encountered (Fig. 1a)39.
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Fig. 1 | Our approach to testing the sharp-transition and gradual-transition hypotheses. a–m, Here we lay out our approach to moving across ecoregion
boundaries (a) and testing our two hypotheses: the sharp-transition hypothesis, where we expect to see sharp spikes in species discovery at ecoregion
boundaries (b,c) and the gradual-transition hypothesis, where we expect to see a gradual accumulation of species with increased sampling area,
regardless of ecoregion boundary locations (d,e). We fit stepwise regressions (f,h) to actual ecoregion borders (solid) and sample randomly permuted
borders (dotted), which show either an improved fit of the actual borders over permuted borders as expected in the sharp-transition hypothesis (f) or
only a random change in quality of fit between actual and permuted borders in the gradual-transition hypothesis (h). Residuals from the real borders
will fall to the left of the histogram of randomly generated residuals for transects supporting the sharp-transition hypothesis (g), while residuals from
transects adhering to the gradual-transition hypothesis will fall in the middle of the distribution (i). We also generate full pairwise pixel to pixel matrices
(j,l) displaying the difference between the observed community similarity (j) and the hypothetical community similarity (l) generated using geographical
distance alone. In this figure, red regions are more similar than distance would predict while blue regions are less similar than distance would predict
overlaid with the ‘real’ ecoregion borders (solid) and an ‘average’, but random, set of permuted borders (dotted). We then quantify how much similarity
in community composition can be explained by knowing where the ‘real’ ecoregion borders fall. Transects supporting the sharp-transition hypothesis will
have more modularity explained when using the ‘real’ borders and therefore fall to the extreme right of the histogram of possible results (k), while those
adhering to the gradual-transition hypothesis will lack distinct clusters and therefore should fall in the middle of the distribution (m).

Results

To test the relative fit of the sharp and gradual-transition hypotheses, we assessed whether a stepwise function describing species
accumulation along ecoregion boundaries outperformed stepwise
functions fit with randomly generated boundaries. At an individual
transect level (Figs. 1f–h and 2a,b), we evaluated significance as the
proportion of randomly generated boundaries that perform better
than the known ecoregion boundaries (Figs. 1g–i and 2c,d). We
found that accumulation along ecoregion borders performed better
than random, distance-based accumulation for amphibians (33.42%
(percentage of the transects that met a significance threshold of
P < 0.05)), mammals (29.07%), reptiles (27.97%), plants (26.85%),
birds (25.07%), arthropods (17.45%) and fungi (9.82%).
Our findings are more powerful, however, once aggregated
across all transects conducted for each taxon (Fig. 3). The probability distributions generated for all seven taxa vary significantly
from the uniform distribution that would be expected under the
gradual-transition hypothesis (F ≥  0.2121, P < 0.001), providing a
strong basis for rejecting the gradual-transition hypothesis. This
suggests that ecoregion boundaries better predict biogeographic
patterns of species accumulation than random species accumulation by distance. We then asked if there were certain taxonomic
1890

groups which were more or less strongly associated with ecoregion
boundaries (that is, we were better able to describe species-accumulation patterns for taxa more strongly tied to ecoregion boundaries).
This analysis suggests that ecoregion borders best describe species
accumulation in amphibians and mammals, followed by reptiles,
birds, plants and arthropods, and finally fungi, which show the least
adherence to ecoregion boundaries.
To verify that our findings were not an artefact of our methods,
we complemented this approach using a community similaritybased test that asked whether ecoregions contain biotic communities that are more similar to one another than spatial distance alone
would predict. In this framing, the sharp-transition hypothesis posits that two communities within the same ecoregion will be relatively similar even if they are separated by a significant geographical
distance, while communities from different ecoregions will be relatively dissimilar even if they are geographically close to one another.
By contrast, the gradual-transition hypothesis posits that similarity
between communities should vary strictly as a function of the geographical distance between them, irrespective of whether they are in
the same or different ecoregions.
To test these predictions, we generated two matrices for each
transect, one that calculated the Euclidean distance between each
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Fig. 2 | Species-accumulation curves from transects representing our two
hypotheses. a–d, Here we show the species-accumulation curves from
two transects: one representative of the sharp-transition hypothesis (a)
and one representative of the gradual-transition hypothesis (b) fit with
stepwise functions derived from either the ‘real’ ecoregion borders (solid)
or a randomly permuted set of borders (dotted). We show the residuals
generated from 5,000 possible stepwise functions derived from random
ecoregion borders in the pink histograms (c,d), with the solid line showing
the residual from the real ecoregion borders and the dotted line showing the
residual from the random permutation shown above. We calculated the
P value at an individual transect level as the proportion of randomly
generated boundaries that perform better than the known ecoregion
boundaries. This means that transects supporting the sharp-transition
hypothesis fall to the extreme left of the histogram (c) and those reflective of
the gradual-transition hypothesis falling in the middle of the histogram (d).

pair of grid cells (distance matrix) and one that calculated the
Jaccard coefficient of similarity between each pair of grid cells (similarity matrix). We compressed these two matrices into a distancesimilarity matrix such that positive values indicate that grid cells
have more similar species assemblages than distance alone would
predict, while negative values indicate that grid cells are more dissimilar than expected by distance40. We then applied a modified
modularity analysis41, where we fixed the number and size of the
modules based on known ecoregion boundaries and asked how
much similarity or dissimilarity was contained in the grid cell comparisons deemed to be in the same ecoregion based on either real
or randomly permuted boundaries. At an individual transect level
(Figs. 1j–l and 4a,b), we evaluated significance as the proportion
of randomly generated boundaries that better explain community
similarity (above what distance alone predicts) than the known
ecoregion boundaries (Figs. 1k–m and 4c,d).
We find that community similarity, after accounting for distance, is better explained by known ecoregion borders for mammals (28.26% (percentage of transects significant at P <  0.05)), birds
(22.12%), plants (23.09%), reptiles (18.80%), amphibians (17.70%),
arthropods (13.62%) and fungi (9.61%). After aggregating all transects for each taxon we found that the probability distributions generated for all taxa vary significantly from the uniform distribution that
would be expected under the gradual-transition hypothesis (Fig. 5,
F ≥  0.120, P < 0.001). As with our tests of species-accumulation rates,

Fig. 3 | Summary of results from species-accumulation curve tests.
Across all taxa sampled, we find that ecoregions improve our capacity to
describe the rate of species discovery as we move across a landscape,
underlying their enduring importance for both the ecological sciences and
conservation community. We show the probability distribution resulting
from aggregating the P values across all transects within a taxon. A skew
towards 0 indicates support for the sharp-transition hypothesis while
the gradual-transition hypothesis would predict a uniform distribution
centred around 0.5. Distributions marked with the same letters are not
statistically different from one another, while those not sharing any letters
in common are significantly different distributions according to a two-tailed
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (P < 0.05).

we again tested which taxa show the highest amount of community
similarity explained by ecoregion boundaries. The results from this
approach suggests that ecoregion borders best describe communities of mammals, birds and plants, followed by amphibians and reptiles, then arthropods and finally fungi, differing slightly from the
relative ranking of ecoregion fidelity across taxa in the speciesaccumulation analysis.
Despite the value of presence-only observations for detecting
the signals of biodiversity patterns, these approaches have several
known limitations: they were not collected systematically, either
taxonomically or geographically, and they do not record absences42.
We address this in two ways. First, we conducted the same analysis
described above (species-accumulation tests and distance-similarity
matrix tests) on a subset of the GBIF data that includes only point
observations coming from contributing datasets spanning five or
more ecoregions. This was done to ensure that the results we showed
were not biased by certain studies or projects specifically aimed at
sampling certain taxa in certain ecoregions. Although this reduces
the total number of data points in the analysis (Supplementary
Table 1) our results remain essentially unchanged (Supplementary
Figs. 1 and 2) and we are therefore confident our results were not
biased in this manner.
To further assess the effect of these limitations on our analysis,
we also compiled high-quality data from approximately 300,000
plots of tree community composition from the United States
Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis (USFS FIA) Program
(https://www.fia.fs.fed.us/). Although neither global in their distribution nor available across taxa, the abundance values and known
absences of the data allows for testing with more comprehensive
and rigorous data. Consistent with the global results across taxa
using presence-only data, we found that tree communities within the
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Fig. 4 | Distance-similarity matrices from transects representing our two hypotheses. a – d, Here we show the distance-similarity matrices from two
transects: one representative of the sharp-transition hypothesis (a) and one representative of the gradual-transition hypothesis (b). Here, red areas
indicate more similar community composition than expected by distance alone and blue areas are less similar in community composition than expected
by distance. The magnitude of the colour corresponds to the size of the effect. We then overlay the ecoregion groupings drawn with the ‘real’ ecoregion
borders (solid) or a random set of permuted boundaries (dotted). For ease of visualization we show the heatmaps after applying a Gaussian smoothing
function that influences only the visualization, but not the underlying statistics. The amount of community similarity that randomly placed modules
capture from 5,000 possible sets of random ecoregion borders is shown in the pink histograms (c,d), with the solid line showing the residual from the
real ecoregion borders and the dotted line showing the residual from the random permutation shown above. The P value at an individual transect level
is calculated as the proportion of randomly generated boundaries that perform better than the known ecoregion boundaries. This means that transects
reflective of the sharp-transition hypothesis fall to the extreme right of the histogram (c) and those reflective of the gradual-transition hypothesis fall in the
middle of the histogram (d).

same ecoregion are more similar to one another in species composition than they are to plots in other ecoregions, even after controlling
for geographical distance (Fig. 6). That is, plots that are separated by
ecoregion boundaries were often more dissimilar than others within
the same ecoregion that are located hundreds of kilometres away.

Discussion

In our analyses we found strong support for the notion that there
are relatively sharp boundaries that can be used to describe both
patterns in species accumulation and community similarity. Our
results give credence to the persisting importance of ecoregions in
understanding ecological principles18,19 and setting conservation
priorities across all taxonomic groups considered23,43–46. Although
the relative importance of ecoregions to different taxa varies by test,
in both of our main analyses we discovered that fungi are the least
strongly linked to ecoregion borders. This finding adds to evidence
that although fungi do follow biogeographic patterns established
based on plants and animals47,48, such relationships may be weaker
than they are for above-ground organisms49,50. It may, however, also
1892

reflect known biases due to the relatively poor sampling and incomplete, or inaccurate, taxonomic identification of fungi compared
to plants and animals51,52. Furthermore, separation into functional
guilds (for example, saprotrophic, parthenogenic, mycorrhizal) may
also elucidate distinct patterns53,54. We similarly find that arthropods
are relatively poorly described by this set of ecoregion boundaries,
possibly reflecting their small body size and dispersal limitations
that would emphasize local-scale patterns over macroecological
patterns55. As with fungi, we caution that this may also be a function of significant biases in the taxa of arthropods represented in the
datasets as well as a general under-representation of their total taxonomic diversity51,52,56 because detailed field studies of insects have
found moderate to strong structuring by ecoregion57–60. Based on
the results here, we cannot make any strong claims for differences
among plants, reptiles, amphibians, birds and mammals, but we
were surprised to find that birds, despite their wide-ranging nature,
show strong fidelity to ecoregions boundaries61,62.
Since our analyses here focus principally on high-level biogeographic patterns, elucidating the mechanisms underlying observed
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Fig. 5 | Summary of results from distance-similarity matrices tests. Across
all taxa sampled, we find that ecoregions improve our capacity to describe
community composition as we move across a landscape, underlying the
enduring importance for both the ecological sciences and conservation
community. Here, we show the summary of the P values across all taxa
and transects. A skew towards 0 indicates support for the sharp-transition
hypothesis, while the gradual-transition hypothesis would predict a uniform
distribution centred around 0.5. Distributions marked with the same letters
are not statistically different from one another, while those not sharing any
letters in common are significantly different distributions according to a
two-tailed Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (P < 0.05).

ecoregion borders remains a vital research frontier. In particular, understanding why certain taxonomic groups respond more
strongly to ecoregion borders than others remains a pressing challenge. Future work should concentrate on using finer grains of phylogenetic resolution or functional traits that may reveal mechanisms
that delineate ecoregion boundaries. Another major gap is quantifying the combinations of abiotic and biotic gradients that are responsible for shaping ecoregion boundaries and, crucially, how they
might respond to future environmental change63. It is also possible
that for some taxa there are sharp boundaries between ecoregions,
but they do not align with the maps of ecoregions we analyse in
this paper22,23. This point will become particularly important for
conservation plans that are constrained to certain taxa or certain
regions because we found high levels of variability across taxa and
ecoregions in how well they explain species accumulations rates
(Supplementary Tables 2 and 3).
By providing strong and consistent support for the ecoregion
concept, these results further our understanding of foundational
biogeographic principles14,15,64 and improve their potential application to conservation efforts29,43. Although continuous gradients in
environmental conditions certainly shape biological communities,
and probably underpin the emergent properties that distinguish
ecoregions, our results demonstrate that ecoregion borders represent regions of rapid species turnover. Our findings show how
maps of ecoregion boundaries should continue to play a vital role in
designing effective large-scale conservation plans44–46 in two ways.
First, we show that not only can ecoregions continue to indicate
ecosystem-level diversity, but that they can also serve as proxies
for community- and species-level biodiversity in decision contexts
where high-quality data is lacking. Second, conservation efforts that
aim to maximize the number of species protected should distribute the areas they protect across a diverse array of ecoregion types.

Fig. 6 | Relationship between geographical distance and community
similarity in USFS FIA tree plots. Our results showing ecoregions as a
foundational biogeographic principle is reinforced here by showing that tree
communities (including abundances and known absences) within the same
ecoregion are more similar to one another than they are to communities in
a different ecoregion that are hundreds of kilometres closer. We show the
relationship between the geographical distance of 1 million randomly drawn
pairs of USFS FIA plots and the corresponding Bray–Curtis similarity metric
(between 0 (completely dissimilar) and 1 (completely similar)). The lines
are shown with 99% confidence intervals and are truncated to the range
where there are sufficient plot–plot comparisons within the same ecoregion
and across different ecoregions to make meaningful conclusions. Rather
than showing the underlying scatterplot (which is completely saturated with
points), we show binned summary statistics (mean and standard deviation).
These are simply graphical and do not influence the regression lines.

These ideas are gaining momentum within governments (for example, United States Environmental Protection Agency65, European
Environment Agency66) and international conservation groups
(for example, The Nature Conservancy67, World Wildlife Fund68),
but our analysis provides compelling empirical evidence that these
strategies together may help secure holistic protection of different
levels of biodiversity. Indeed, a foundational understanding of the
patterns and processes governing the distribution of biodiversity is
fundamental to securing the vital elements of nature into the future.

Methods

Acquisition and cleaning of GBIF data. We obtained species occurrence data
for this study from the GBIF (www.gbif.org)38. GBIF is the world’s largest online
repository of biodiversity information, with data being principally stored as
occurrence data, which includes the geographical coordinates where an individual
of a given species was observed. Using GBIF data in global models has immense
value because of its scope and coverage, but has several limitations. In particular, the
data lacks known absences (that is, there are no records of a place where a species is
known not to occur), has significant spatial bias in the density of observations and is
prone to misidentification of species. However, one can address these problems with
proper cleaning of the data (see later) and statistical considerations42,69.
We downloaded point occurrence data on 7 May 2018 for seven groups,
corresponding to the seven taxonomic groups presented in the main text using
the following searches: (1) Plants–Kingdom=‘Plantae’70; (2) Arthropods–
Phylum=‘Arthropoda’71; (3) Reptiles–Class=‘Reptilia’72; (4) Amphibians–
Class=‘Amphibia’73; (5) Mammals–Class=‘Mammalia’74; (6) Birds–Class=‘Aves’75
and (7) Fungi–Kingdom=‘Fungi’76. (Supplementary Table 1). We proceeded to
reproject all point occurrence data from WGS 1984 (world geodetic system) to
EPSG:3410 NSIDC EASE-Grid Global (National Snow and Ice Data Center equalarea scaleable Earth)77. We chose this projection system because it provided equal
area coverage across the entirety of the study area (global except for polar biomes,
which were excluded from this study), resulting in a rectangular, uninterrupted
grid, crucial for employing our transect-based approach.
We applied the following cutoffs for a point occurrence to be included in
subsequent analysis. We first eliminated all records without georeferenced latitude
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and longitude points. We then removed all points where either the latitude or
longitude was exactly 0, indicating a missing value78. We also removed any point
where the margin of error was greater than 10 km (our selected pixel size). The
margin of error is calculated as “the horizontal distance (in metres) from the given
decimalLatitude and decimalLongitude describing the smallest circle containing
the whole of the Location”79. We also restricted observations to those characterized
as: ‘observation’, ‘human observation’, ‘machine observation’, ‘specimen’, ‘preserved
specimen’, ‘living specimen’ or ‘material sample’. The two most significant groups
that were excluded for this reason were fossil records and observations with an
unknown basis. We finally excluded records collected prior to 1950. It has been
suggested that one of the main sources of location and georeferencing errors in
GBIF is associated with old collections80. Our aim here was to balance losing
records from setting a cutoff that is too restrictive (there were approximately
1 million records per year collected in the 1950s) with adding highly inaccurate data.
We felt 1950 represented a good compromise between these two competing aims.
We used all data points remaining after this first set of cutoffs (Supplementary
Table 1); however, we recognize that there may be certain datasets within the
GBIF database that were collected to sample a specific taxon within one or across
a small number of ecoregions. Therefore, we also conducted a follow-up set of
data cleaning, in which we included point occurrences coming only from datasets
that spanned at least five ecoregions. We chose this number to exclude datasets
that spanned only a few ecoregions, potentially indicating studies that focused
on a specific taxonomic group within one ecoregion or across a small number of
ecoregions. This reduced the number of points used in the analysis (Supplementary
Table 1); however, the results were qualitatively unchanged. We therefore present
the results that includes all data to increase the robustness of our findings, but we
also provide the results stemming from the subset of data in the Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2).
Preparation of ecoregion maps. We obtained the ecoregion shapefile map first
published by Olson et al. (2001 map)22 from The Nature Conservancy’s website
(http://maps.tnc.org/gis_data.html). However, a new version of the global
ecoregions map was recently published by Dinerstein et al. (2017 map)23, which we
obtained from Resolve (https://ecoregions2017.appspot.com/). Similar to the point
data, we reprojected these maps from WGS 1984 to EPSG:3410. We then rasterized
the maps with square 10 × 10 km2 grid cells. The value of these new raster maps
corresponds to the unique identifier included for each ecoregion in the initial
shapefile. We then used these maps to plot the transect paths .
We present results based on the updated 2017 map in the main text because it is
a direct update of the 2001 map. However, given the importance of the 2001 map in
shaping scientific research and conservation policy, we also conducted all analyses
with the 2001 map and provide the results in the Supplementary Information
(Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4). The results are qualitatively similar.
Transect selection. Transects began at a random point on the globe, pixels
were not sampled more than once, a given ecoregion could only be entered and
exited once, water was not entered and transects were terminated on turning in
on themselves (when all adjacent pixels had either been sampled or were water
pixels and therefore ineligable for sampling). Moves for each interval were chosen
randomly from moving either one pixel away in any of the eight cardinal or
diagonal directions, or two grid cells away in any of the four cardinal directions
with equal probability of each possible move being selected. We did this to prevent
transects from terminating by turning in on themselves too quickly.
A transect had to contain at least 750 grid cells (75,000 km2 sampled) to be
included in subsequent analyses. Furthermore, we performed sensitivity analyses
to address variability in the spatial distribution of point occurrence data. To carry
out these analyses we varied the minimum number of pixels along the transect
containing species occurrence records, the minimum number of ecoregions
traversed, the minimum number of species and the minimum number of total points
in the transect (see section on Sensitivity analysis in Supplementary methods).
Calculating residuals. The species-accumulation curve tests determine the
similarity of the observed data to a stepwise function fit to either ‘real’ ecoregion
boundaires or randomly drawn ecoregion boundaries. After generating the speciesaccumulation curves, we calculated the position along the observed data curve to
dictate where the stepwise function would intersect the curve. The points where
the stepwise function intersected the observed data were selected by first taking
the index for the last pixel sampled in each ecoregion before crossing into the next
ecoregion (x value) and then calculating the cumulative number of species up to
and including that pixel (y value). In the first case, these (x, y) values are based on
known ecoregion boundaries and in subsequent permutations are varied randomly
(see section on Permutation analysis in Supplementary Methods). In all cases, the
stepwise function serves as a ceiling to the observed data.
To judge the fit of all the stepwise functions generated from known and random
bounds, we calculated the residual by taking the difference of our modelled stepwise
curve and the observed data and then squaring the result. This is comparable to a
standard least-squares regression. However, rather than fitting the best curve, we
assessed whether stepwise functions drawn from known ecoregion borders better fit
the observed data than stepwise functions drawn from random ecoregion borders.
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Making distance-similarity matrices. To calculate the distance-similarity
matrices, we first generated a pairwise matrix of geographical distance between
grid cells using Euclidean distance. We also created a pairwise matrix of
community similarity distance between all grid cells using Jaccard’s index of
dissimilarity (which gives entirely similar grid cells a score of 0 and entirely
dissimilar grid cells a score of 1). For ease of interpreting results, we converted this
to a similarity coefficient by subtracting all values from 1.
As the point occurrence data can only represent the presence and not the
absence, we eliminated all comparisons between two grid cells that did not share any
species. We felt it was unfair to say two grid cells where entirely dissimilar when we
did not have full community data, particularly because we lacked known absences.
We therefore performed a presence-only Jaccard test between cells, which subset the
data to only include comparisons that have at least one overlapping species.
We log-transformed the community similarity matrix to improve normality,
but did not convert the geographical distance matrix. This enabled testing an
exponential decay function fit between the two curves. We varied the decay
relationship (quadratic, linear) in subsequent tests investigating the robustness
of our conclusions to the shape of the decay rate between community similarity
and geographical distance (see section on Varying assumptions of distancesimilarity matrices in Supplementary Methods). We then converted both matrices
to z-scores using the mean and standard deviation. For the similarity matrix,
positive z-scores indicated higher than average community similarity and negative
z-scores indicated lower than average community similarity. For the distance
matrix, positive z-scores indicated a larger geographical distance and negative
z-scores indicated a smaller geographical distance. We inverted the z-scores for
geographical distance so that positive z-scores represented comparisons that were
either similar in community composition (for the community similarity matrix)
or nearby (for the geophonic distance matrix), while negative z-scores represented
comparisons that were either dissimilar in community makeup (for the similarity
matrix) or far away (for the geographical distance matrix).
We linearly regressed community similarity against geographical distance.
Based on the above transformations we expected a positive relationship between
the two z-scores. If there was a perfect relationship between the two variables
with no environmental noise, we would expect a regression with a positive slope
and an intercept near 0. We took the geographical distance matrix and applied
the equation derived from the regression to generate a predicted similarity score
for each comparison based on distance alone. We then subtracted the actual
similarity scores from the scores predicted solely by distance. In this method,
positive values indicated pairwise comparisons that are more similar than distance
alone predicts, while negative values indicated pairwise comparisons less similar
than distance predicts. We based our permutation analyses on this matrix, that is,
the difference between expected and observed community similarity, which, by
definition, is 0 across all grid cells. To calculate the amount of residual community
similarity that can be explained by any given set of ecoregion boxes, we added the
values contained in ecoregion modules located along the main diagonal. We then
compared the value from known ecoregion boundaries to random boundaries,
with a higher value indicating that the set of ecoregion boundaries is better at
describing community similarity.
Permutation analysis. Both model-based tests (species-accumulation curves and
distance-similarity matrices) relied on permutation analyses to determine whether
the community along an individual transect adheres to the established ecoregion
boundaries rather than any boundaries that could be drawn. Since the transects
were sampled in an order-dependent fashion (that is, pixel 2 always comes after
pixel 1) and the ‘correct’ ecoregion boundaries can be slotted directly in between
any two grid cells, we were able to ask what would happen if we maintained the
order of the grid cells, but changed the location in the transect order at which the
ecoregion breaks were inserted. This enabled us to compare the results of analyses
conducted with the correct borders versus random iterations of where the borders
might be inserted into the otherwise properly ordered transect.
Importantly, we fixed the distribution of grid cells across each ecoregion. In
other words, although the borders could be shuffled, the number of grid cells
contained within each ecoregion was conserved. To illustrate with a simple example,
imagine there are 100 grid cells, divided into four ecoregions, with 25 in the first
ecoregion, 40 in the second ecoregion, 15 in the third ecoregion and 20 in the final
ecoregion. These boundaries could be reordered so that the number of grid cells falls
across the four ecoregions in any of the following ratios: 40–25–20–15, 15–20–25–40,
25–20–15–40 and so on, but never 30–30–20–20. This is crucial because it ensures
that any changes to calculations due to permuting ecoregion borders derived not
from changing the widths of bin, but rather from changing the difference between
the expected results of the model within that bin from the actual data.
We used the species-accumulation curve and distance-similarity matrix
tests, presented in the main text, and the 5,000 randomly permuted ecoregion
boundaries, to generate the histograms against which we compared our result
from the ‘real’ borders. In the case of the species-accumulation curve, the
histogram reflected the residuals of all stepwise functions generated using random
boundaries. In the case of the distance-similarity matrix, it represented how
much of the modularity of the matrix can be explained by a given set of random
ecoregion boundaries. In this type of analysis, the P value is equal to one minus
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the proportion of randomly permuted boundaries that the known ecoregion
borders outperforms. In the species-accumulation curve, outperforming means
that the known boundaries have a lower residual, while in the distance-similarity
matrix outperforming indicates that known ecoregion boundaries better explain
the modularity of the distance-similarity matrix. This allowed us to consider a
discretized significant/non-significant threshold for each transect (that is, whether
known boundaries for an individual transect outperformed 95% of ecoregion
borders) and also a continuous distribution of P values from many transects (that
is, the total probability distribution of all transects). We compared the aggregated
probability distributions for each taxon against a normal distribution and against
one other using a one-sided and two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, respectively.
Preparation of USFS FIA data. We obtained data for the USFS FIA plots through
their online web portal (https://www.fia.fs.fed.us/). We cleaned the data to select
for trees greater than 12.7 cm (5 inches) in diameter at breast height (DBH), the
definition used by the FIA Program to define a tree. We then thinned the data to
select only the most recent sample from a plot (if the plot was surveyed more than
once). Finally, we arranged the data into a community composition matrix, with
plot identity along one axis and species identity along the other and values in the
middle representing the number of individuals of a given species in a given plot.
Since these plots are not arranged in a similar transect fashion to the above
analysis, we are only able to compare them using a distance-similarity approach.
We randomly sampled 1 million pairs of plots, calculating both geographical
distance and Bray–Curtis similarity, to explore whether species assemblages
differed more between or across ecoregion borders when controlling for distance.
Since plots in the same ecoregion will generally be much closer than those in
different ecoregions, we constrained the figure to focus on the region of overlap.
We did this by trimming the dataset to only include comparisons that were
further away than 95% of the comparisons between ecoregions and closer together
than 95% of the comparisons within ecoregions. This allowed us to focus on
comparisons of community compositions within distances where it was realistic to
have many comparisons between plots in the same ecoregion and plots in different
ecoregions. We chose to present this test in the main text because it allows us to
include information on abundance; however, we also provide analysis using the
Jaccard coefficient of similarity (Supplementary Fig. 12) and the 2001 map of
ecoregions published by Olson et al. (Supplementary Figs. 13 and 14). In all cases,
the results are qualitatively similar.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
Code availability. All code used in data analysis is available from https://github.
com/jeffreysmith-jrs/testingEcoregions

Data availability

All data used in this study are publicly available from either www.gbif.org or www.
fia.fs.fed.us
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